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How to choose the right tower
for the job
A - Consider the type of work you’re doing
Have you completed a risk assessment to determine you are
using the right type of equipment?
If you need to work at height for long periods of time, for
example, over 30 minutes, a tower may be a suitable choice
over traditional equipment like ladders.

B - What requirements do you have?
From standard towers to unique product solutions, BoSS towers are designed with specific jobs in mind.
The matrix below will give you an idea of suitable products depending on your requirements.

For general use

Robust and versatile, ideal for regular
use.

Electrical use

Clima 3T/AGR Ladderspan 3T/AGR

Single person use

Compact design with assembly
bracket to enable easy build for single
user.

SOLO700

Internal use

Easily manoeuvrable and fits through
standard doorways and corridors.

Room Mate
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Frequent climbing

Non-Conductive, Non-sparking,
Non-corrosive and Non-Oxidising

Includes stairways for easy ascending
and descending.

Zone:1

Stairs

Staircase

Designed for users to work safely on
staircases at a range of heights.

Narrow spaces

Designed for use in restricted spaces
and feature confined space stabilisers.

StairMAX700

Liftshaft700

Obstacles - Space constraints

Ideal for access to areas where obstacles prevent a standard tower from being
erected.

End link

Extended End

Side Cantilever
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C - How high do you need to reach?

12.2m

12.4m

Ladderspan / Clima /Zone:1

Staircase

20.2m

11m

External Use
Max. Platform Heights

Liftshaft700

StairMAX700

6.2m

Cantilever Towers

4.2m

Room-Mate

Room-Mate

StairMAX700

SOLO700

4.2m

Cantilever Towers

5m

6.05m

SOLO700

6.2m

8.4m

Staircase

6.05m

Ladderspan / Clima / Zone:1

8.2m

Internal Use
Max. Platform Heights

D - Mobility
You’ll need to consider whether your job requires you to move the tower from one area to another, or if
you’ll be able to work from fixed tower for some time. If you’re working at a lower level (for example less
than 2m), you can move the tower by simply unlocking the castor wheels supplied with the tower. You’ll
need to break down the tower to move it if the tower height exceeds 2m.

E - Platform Loading
It’s important to pick a tower that’s robust enough to support not only your weight, but also the weight of
equipment you have with you. Safe working loads vary for each tower build so ensure you check what’s
suitable for the job you need to undertake.
SAFETY FIRST
Injuries sustained in the work place are preventable and with Working at Height injuries
accounting for the highest number of injuries sustained in the work place, it’s important
to choose a tower that is certified to the right standard. We always recommend using
towers that meet safety requirements such as EN1004 and BS1139 Part 6.
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